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Webigagement

Introduction to the didactical
model of
Webigagement

We have developed a model for best

By combining and converting the two

practice for interactive engagement in

models into our webigagement model we

webinars, the socalled webigagement

make a kind of checklist and framework

didactical model.

for the crew planning and running a

We have combined C. Clays’ ’5 Principles
for Maximum Engagement in Webinars’
http://netspeedlearning.com/greatwebinar

webinar and a kit of pre-online guides: one
for the e-moderator/the host and one for
the participants.

s/ and G. Salmons’ ‘5 Stage model for
Interactivity in Online Learning’
http://www.gillysalmon.com/five-stage-mo
del.html.
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Pre Online Guides

Preparing WEbinar for facilitators.

Use e.g. this guide – to breake habits:

Consider making surveys on participants

1. Start with the end in mind

webinar-experiences. Consider to run a

2. First things first

test-webinar focusing on technical issues.

3. Think win-win

Do you know what motivates your target

4. Sharpen the saw

group? How many will participate in the

5. Be proactive

webinar? Designing webinar interactivities

6. Seek to understand

is a creative and challenging task. What’s
in it for you, the webinar crew and the
participants is important … to define.

Idea for pre webinar guide for participants
(see chapter image)
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Making engaging Design

We have worked with Cynthia Clays’ ‘5

expects something to happen. Something

Principles for Maximum Engagement’ in

visual.

order to filter useful elements for our
model. Later we combine this with Gilly
Salmons’s 5-stage model. Each principle

b) Use max 1 minute per slide. Else you
loose the participants attention in this

consists of a socalled ’check list’

highly visual media.

1. Design to Engage (2 examples from

2. Facilitate Discovery

each principles check list)
a) Webinar is a visual medium. All
participants are watching on a screen and

a) What is facilitate discovery? One have a
goal in mind; that is skills you need to
develop, hands on, explore, discovery in
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how to use the information. It is not

5. Make Learning ’Sticky’

spoon-feeding-learning

(purpose: make good juicy story and

b) Think of embracing a mental model that

cases ….)

helps the participants to discover how they

a) It’s all about storytelling, and create

can apply the information, what

feelings

information is important and to select and
make priorities.

Use juicy cases from real live, which
makes sense for the participants

3. Build Virtual Presence
(Technical way of being visual) (purpose:
to build a social contract with the
participant, so there is no multitasking. But
all stay engaged with you and the content)
a) Visual presence is mega important in a
webinar. Streaming is best (synchronous
camera), a still photo is second best.
b) Be aware of your mimik. Your are on air!
The Presenter who is running the webinar
should use live camera.

4. Interact and Solve Problems
a) Various technics for keeping the pace
during the webinar
b) Interact with the content or with each
other every 2-3 minut! (Nancy Duarte rule)
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The 5 stage model

The five-stage-model for online learning by

The didactical webigagement model is

Gilly Salmon, supports online meeting

developed by converting the

participants or students through a

5-stage-model of Gilly Salmons to a

structured progression. It also provides a

webinar-version inspired by Cynthia Clays’

framework or scaﬀold for a structured and

5 Principles for Maximum Engagement

paced programme of online activities.

and our own webinar experience with

The five-stage-model oﬀers essential
support and development to participants

running webinars with the tool
Adobe Connect.

at each stage as they build up expertise in
learning online.
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Step 1 - Board and Play

Let participants get on board the Webinar

Interact - let them share something of

system and discover the meeting room by

themselves via chat, poll pods.

socializing with interaction pods.

Use status icons to let them vote (Agree /

Purpose give participants some

Disagree) on a statement.

understanding about the community’s

Questions

ability to work together; to contribute to

- Why are you here to day?

their own and other’s learning and

- Say hello - how is the weather

development through the webinar. Let

- Map to pin your position

them feel your interest in their knowledge

- What is your webinar experience

and experience and making them feel at

- What’s your top-of- mind question today

home online.
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Step 2 - Contribute

Expect participants to interact with

to participate. The eﬀect on the

content. Start up by letting the participants

participants should be motivation and

chat on terms.

responsibility to participate.

Purpose is to get participants to

Questions

contribute, chat on terms or explore the

- usually closed questions

webinar content via chat, poll, pods

- on definitions of the subject

together on the screen.

- check for knowledge

The information they share should be

- comment on the presenter slides

known knowledge or known terms.

- give feedback to the moderator and

Interacting on known stuﬀ or experience

thereby the screen and the participants

makes it more elaborating and safe for all
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Step 3 - Share

Now participants should feel content and

audience and topics: chat, polls,

safe in the webinar.

annotation tools, emoticon and status
icons, video, audio, breakout rooms.

Purpose is to recognize knowledge and
information from former steps in the
webinar. Apply and facilitate higher
cognitive questions, usually open-ended
questions.
Stimulate thinking, require participants to
combine information or provide evidence.
Interact with tools that match the

Questions
Make questions on the content that
requires they imagine, apply:
- the use and practice of former
knowledge
- reflect on previous knowledge and how
to apply it practically
- how will you use in your job
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Step 4 - Build and Exchange

Participants should be ready to build on

Questions

the ideas acquired from all the other steps

- do you make your virtual lessons

of the webinar content.

‘sticky’? how?

Purpose: getting the participants:

- making judgements about attendees

gaining self-insight and reflecting.
Interact with pods that require highly
cognitive questions and good juicy stories

experience in this webinar
- evalutate on knowledge from the content
of the webinar

or cases. Exchange knowledge or even
exchange roles – that is participants
become Presenters.
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Post online Tools

How to reflect on and wrapping up the

Participating in a webinar can cause a lot

webinar?

of suspense and enthusiasm often one

How about collaboration after the webinar

want to continue the discussions and

and other follow up dynamics?

sharings.

Post online Tools for follow up dynamics

In fact it can be pretty hard to end a online
meeting

that keeps the content alive:
- Padlet

Participants can be active both before the

- Facebook

webinar by brainstorming suggestions for

- LinkedIn

discussion and after the webinar by

- GoogleDocs, TitanPad,

providing an arena for continued

- Mindmeister, Tuzzit

discussion and networking.
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